
 

MailroomAssociate Admin15 hr  (delaware)                      hide this posting                   unhide

Location Delaware
https://www.genclassifieds.com/x-738866-z

  QR Code Link to This Post Hello, we are currently in search of mail room workers for 1st & 3rd shift for a well established printing company in the area. This is light
production work, no heavy lifting, ongoing assignment. 15positions to fill this week. 7am-3:30pm///4pm-11:30pm. $15 per hour. 40+ hours week.
 Reply with your name & phone number asap.
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 We are immediately hiring part time day care receptionist no experience is needed. If you are looking for a job please send over your first and last name and a good
contact number and someone will be contacting you shortly. Thanks and have a great day!
 Reply with your name & phone number asap.,
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 we are currently in search of mail room workers for 1st &3rd shift for a well established printing company in the area.

 This is light production work, no heavy lifting, ongoing assignment. 15 positions to fill this week. 7am-3:30pm///4pm-

 11:30pm. $23 per hour. 40+ hours week.
 Reply with your name phone number asap.

 Overall responsibilities
 be accountable for all transactions performed during your scheduled shift and correctly follow banking-out and shift

 closing procedures.
 Responsible for keeping work areas safe and clean.
 Provide accurate, descriptive hotel and city information to all callers. Be knowledgeable of hours of operation for all

 hotel facilities.
 Have a thorough understanding of all guestroom locations and their amenities.
 Handle mail and messages per prescribed procedure.
 Constantly practice teamwork; set a good example of responsibility and adherence to company policy for others to follow and

 establish a positive image.
 Know and be able to carry out specified duties in the event of a fire alarm, bomb threat, guest or employee medical

 emergency, and system failure.
 Answer phones promptly in a polite and professional manner using the standard phraseology. Use associate's name when

 answering all in-house calls. Responsibility for routing incoming calls to the right department, guestroom, meeting room,

 or other facilities.
 Has comprehensive understanding of pbx console and its functions.
 Responsible for recording and entering all wake-up requests in the wake-up machine and logging vip wake-ups on the master
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 log. Responsible for guests get their wake-up calls at the requested time.
 Responsible for receiving and delivery of guest and administrative faxes; following the guidelines outlined in the fax

 manual.
 Be knowledgeable about the voice mail system and assist guests with usage and message retrieval.
 Handles all messages with correct spelling, making sure the message light is turned on and delivers all messages by phone

 making sure the message light is turned off.
 In-charge of the paging system and the two-way radio in the communications office.
 Ensure that all problems and guest complaints are resolved and logged on the guest response log and relayed to the

 supervisor.
 Responsible for advising immediately all departments concerned and the fire department (911) when the fire panel goes off

 following our standard operating procedure.
 Responsible for receiving and connecting hearing impaired telephone calls.
 Assist in installing and picking up phones, speaker phones in/from meeting rooms, guest rooms and other public areas.
 Read and understand the usa patriot act.
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 We are looking for an organized part-time file clerk to do file management and maintenance and assist our accounting and

 office management personnel. You will organize paperwork according to an efficient filing system and digitalize all

 important documents. You will be expected to protect and update files as well as make them easily accessible to your

 colleagues.

 A file clerk must be organized and possess a serious understanding of confidentiality and data protection. The ideal

 candidate will be skilled in computers and detail-oriented. The goal is to preserve the company's records and manage

 paperwork effectively.

 This position is part-time, 9-5 on mondays and tuesdays, at $10 - 12/hr depending on experience.

 Responsibilities:

 check incoming paperwork (correspondence, invoices etc.) And make copies before distributing
 sort all papers alphabetically and according to content, dates, significance etc.
 Create or update records with new files and information
 store all paperwork in designated places securing the important documents
 enter paperwork into an electronic system either by data entry or by using optical scanners
 deal with all requests to access files and keep logs of borrowed papers
 reconcile invoices and according receipts
 develop an efficient filing system to make updating and retrieving files easier
 follow policies and confidentiality dictations to safeguard data and information
 monitor inventory of files, paper clips etc. And report shortages
 qualifications

 proven experience as file clerk
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 knowledge of filing systems
 very good knowledge of ms office and office equipment such as photocopier, scanner etc.
 Good command of english both oral and written
 dependable with a respect to confidentiality and policies
 excellent organizational skills
 great attention to detail
 high school degree or equivalent
 additional information
 all your information will be kept confidential according to eeo guidelines.

 If you meet the criteria outlined above and you would like to explore the possibility of joining the gramophone team,

 please respond by submitting your resume and a cover letter describing your relevant skills and experience.
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 The candidate for this position within the dispatch department will be responsible for facilitating the verification of

 logistics information, flow of communication with drivers, and compliance of day to day activities. They should have the

 ability to facilitate order and data entry, multi-task and be detail oriented. They will have excellent problem solving and

 resolution skills and excellent verbal and written communication.
 Essential duties and responsibilities:
 workflow

 ensure workflow progress throughout the day as well as information from previous.
 Audit and correct information within these workflow guidelines.
 Mobile communications

 monitor and facilitate mobile communication with our driver force.
 Identify and resolve issues that hinder the progression of mobile communications.
 Schedule, troubleshoot and determine necessity of mobile communication device shifts.
 Data and paperwork

 verify accurate information on daily basis.
 Identify and locate missing paperwork and information.
 Process and file various forms of paperwork.
 Process and verify driver logs and facilitate use of electronic logs.
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 This includes daily reports, completed and in process work.
 Skills:

 experience with tmw, carrierweb and ebe are beneficial, but not necessary.
 Proficiency with microsoft office and microsoft windows based environments.
 Multi-tasking and efficient communication skills.
 Detail oriented * problem solving and resolution skills.
 High school education or higher.
 Typing skills required
 job type: full-time

 required education:

 high school or equivalent
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 review and process accounts payable transactions in preparation for data entry and reconciling, as well as research and

 resolution of internal and external customer inquiries.

 On a daily basis you should expect to:

 ap actively managed.
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 Reconcile po's to invoices and create/post invoices.
 Ap organized and completed per company processes and specifications.
 Review expense reports and prepare for reimbursements.
 Manage & process credit card reimbursements
 maintain client database.
 Ability to communicate clearly and concisely.
 Strong organizational skills.
 Assist with federal & state sales tax filings, w9, w8-ben and 1099 reporting.
 Ensures deadlines are met on a timely basis.
 Team player with interest in helping others within the company.
 Additional projects as required.
 Crosstrain and provide backup to ar
 preparing and recording deposits.
 Collection of past due invoices.

 Position requirements
 you would be a great fit for this role if you have:

 familiarity with generally accepted accounting principles (gaap).
 Strong computer skills, working knowledge of microsoft office applications, and experience with web based software.
 High school to some college
 excel proficiency
 ms office
 you would be an even better fit for this role if you have:

 knowledge and experience with the following tools: sap -- b1, paycom, adprs, tableau, avatax and concur.

 About the organization vectorworks, inc. Is a wholly owned subsidiary of the nemetschek group and has been developing

 software since 1985. The vectorworks line of software products provides professional design solutions for more than half a

 million designers in the aec, entertainment, and landscape design industries. With a tradition of designing cad and

 building information modeling (bim) solutions that allow designers to easily capture, develop, and communicate their ideas

 with accuracy and efficient, vectorworks continues to be a global leader in 3d design technologies.

 Since its beginnings in the mid-1980s as diehl graphsoft, inc., the company has played a formative role in the cad

 industry, redefining the marketplace by setting a high standard for its products, and continually testing and refining them
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 to surpass users' expectations. In the process, it has become an internationally respected leader in both cad and bim

 technology. The company created one of the first cad programs, one of the first 3d modeling software programs, and the

 first cross-platform cad application. Vectorworks was also one of the first to introduce bim capabilities, before bim

 became an industry buzzword.
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 An office services clerk is the full performance level of work performing diverse clerical duties which support agency

 operations and require the review, verification and interpretation of information in order to make determinations and

 resolve problems in accordance with policies, regulations and laws applicable to agency programs. The main purpose of this

 position is to provide all necessary clerical support services to the mchp premium case management section according to

 program policies and procedures.
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 Minimum qualifications

 education: graduation from an accredited high school or possession of a high school equivalency certificate.

 Experience: two years of experience performing clerical duties.

 Notes:

 1. Additional experience performing clerical duties may be substituted on a year-for-year basis for the required education.

 2. Applicants may substitute education from an accredited college or university at the rate of thirty semester credit hours

 for one year of experience on a year-for-year basis for the required experience.

 3. Six months clerical training with three courses in subjects such as keyboarding, clerical math, word processing,

 spreadsheets, database, graphics presentation, proofreading, or office etiquette may be substituted for six months of the

 requires experience.

 4. Candidates may substitute u.s. Armed forces military service experience as a non-commissioned officer in administrative

 classifications or in administrative, clerical, or office services specialty codes in the clerical support field of work on

 a year-for-year basis for the required experience.

 Desired or preferred qualifications

 the successful applicant should have two years clerical experience applying policies in a medical care, health insurance,

 or federal or state entitlement program.

 Selection process

 applicants who meet the minimum qualifications will be evaluated. The evaluation may be a rating of your application based

 on your education, training and experience as they relate to the requirements of the position. Therefore, it is essential

 that you provide complete and accurate information on your application. Please report all related education, experience,
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 dates and hours of work. For education obtained outside the u.s., a copy of the equivalent american education as determined

 by a foreign credential evaluation service must accompany the application. All information concerning your qualifications

 must be submitted by the closing date. We will not consider information submitted after this date.

 Benefits

 contractual employees who works for an agency covered under the state employee and retiree health and welfare benefits

 program (the program), have a current employment contract and work 30 or more hours a week (or on average 130 hours per

 month) may be eligible for subsidized health benefits coverage for themselves and their dependents. As a contractual

 employee, you will be responsible for paying 25% of the premiums for your medical and prescription coverage, including any

 eligible dependents you have enrolled. The state of maryland will subsidize the remaining 75% of the cost for these

 benefits. You can also elect to enroll in dental coverage, accidental death and dismemberment insurance, and life

 insurance, but will be responsible to pay the full premium for these benefits.
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 This position provides clerical support to the family services program and independently performs various general clerical

 duties, which includes telecommunication operator, stockroom clerk, receptionist and mail handler.

 Position duties

 telecommunications operator - answers incoming calls for family services unit, including its programs (adoptions,
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 independent living and placements), transfers calls, directs calls to proper districts offices and/or other programs

 outside the agency, takes messages and distributes the messages to staff mailboxes.

 Assists with filling requisitions for office supplies and forms; distributes supplies to unit secretaries; inventory's all

 supplies and forms on hand; and replenishes shelves.

 Receptionist - directs visitors to the case manager/supervisor or district office to accommodate services needed.

 Processes incoming and outgoing mail from both inter-departmental and u.s. Postal service.

 Copies material using photocopy equipment.

 Types charts, labels and updates in-house telephone roster.

 Minimum qualifications

 please describe in detail any job duties relating to the minimum qualifications stated and include any computer software

 experience (ex. Word, excel, access, etc.) Used in each of the positions you held.

 Education: completion of the eighth grade.

 Experience: one year experience performing clerical duties in an office environment.

 Notes:

 1. Additional experience performing clerical duties may be substituted on a year-for-year basis for the required education.

 2. Graduation from an accredited high school or possession of a high school equivalency certificate may be substituted for

 six months of the required experience.

 3. Six months clerical training with three courses in subjects such as keyboarding, clerical math, word processing,

 spreadsheets, data base, graphics presentation, proofreading, or office etiquette may be substituted for six months of the

 required experience.
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 4. Candidates may substitute u.s. Armed forces military service experience as a non-commissioned officer in administration

 classifications or in administrative, clerical, or office services specialty codes in the clerical support field of work on

 a year-for-year basis for the required experience.

 Limitations on selection

 this recruitment is limited to people willing to accept part-time employment in baltimore city.

 Selection process

 please provide sufficient information on your application to show that you meet the qualifications for this recruitment.

 All information concerning your qualifications must be submitted by the closing date.

 Successful candidates will be ranked as best qualified, better qualified or qualified and placed on the employment

 (eligible) list for one year.

 The resulting certified eligible list for this recruitment may be used for similar positions in this or other state

 agencies.

 Examination process

 the assessment may consist of a rating of your education, training, and experience related to the requirements of the

 position. It is important that you provide complete and accurate information on your application. Please report all

 experience and education that is related to this position.

 For education obtained outside the u.s., a copy of the equivalent american education as determined by a foreign credential

 evaluation service must accompany the application. All information concerning your qualifications must be submitted by the

 closing date. We will not consider information submitted after this date.

 Bargaining unit status
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 the incumbent in this position is a member of a covered bargaining unit and will be required to pay a bi-weekly service fee

 to the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit.
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 Seeking young professional for data entry. Must be reliable and a quick learner. Position is full time at hvac company.

 Will input ap/ar and assist accountant/human resource manager with daily duties.

 Duties include:
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 prepare, compile and sort documents for data entry
 verify data and correct data where necessary
 obtain further information for incomplete documents
 transcribe information into required electronic format
 scan documents into document management system
 check completed work for accuracy
 store completed documents in designated locations

 qualities:
 detailed oriented
 proficient at microsoft office
 communication skills
 organization
 information collection and management

 please attach the most current copy of your resume and availability to start work.

 Job type: full-time

 required education:

 high school or equivalent
 required license or certification:

 drivers license
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 manages the analysis of the health record for completion; works with clinical staff to ensure the record is complete and

 available for the patient's health care. Oversees and responds to all requests for health information.
 Essential functions of position
 maintains the patient record and sets up folders for new and readmitted patients; organizes and files loose reports and/or
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 scans this info into the patient's record.
 At discharge retrieves charts/paperwork from the nursing units; then assembles and analyzes and evaluates medical records

 for completeness.
 Keeps the physicians aware of incomplete items in the record and ensures they have the record or information needed to

 complete these deficiencies.
 Calculates and reports monthly delinquent record statistics.
 Purges inactive records and prepares them for offsite storage; helps manage offsite storage transactions.
 Organizes and pulls records needed for audits and reviews.
 Receives, screens, and handles incoming departmental calls.
 Ensures mail is picked up and responded to in a timely manner.
 Ensures all release of information requests are valid; secures the needed records for copying; and ensures they are copied

 timely.
 Sets up new physicians with transcription services and follows up on any transcription issues.
 Maintains an accurate and up-to-date master patient index.
 Orders supplies for the department as needed.
 Creates outpatient medical record chart for all new patients coming to the outpatient center for services.
 Pulls medical record for patients that have been seen for outpatient services in the past and are coming back, audits,

 patient billing requests and correspondence.
 Checking in and checking out medical record charts into meditech for tracking purposes.
 Logging in and filing reports in patient medical record chart of patients that were seen in clinic at mwph by physicians

 that come from outside facility that have dictated into their own computer dictation system.
 Position requirements
 educational requirements
 high school diploma; some college preferred or course work in health information management
 licensure, certification and registration
 none
 work orientation and experience
 at least two years experience in a healthcare setting such as a medical records department or physician's office
 knowledge, skills and abilities
 knowledge of general medical records/health information management functions and processes.
 Computer applications skills required including familiarity with microsoft office programs.
 Strong organizational skills; detail oriented; ability to multitask and prioritize work. Good communication skills, both

 verbal and written.
 Excellent customer service skills with the ability and professionalism to represent the department and mwph.
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 Summary: with supervision, provides all services related to the receipt and storage of goods delivered to the school, mail

 service, and central stores.

 Essential functions:

 pick up and deliver mail two times per day to locations across the campus. Includes both interoffice and external mail.

 Process outgoing mail to determine and affix proper postage, including charging us mail and common carrier packages to

 individual departments on a daily basis.
 Receives incoming supplies and maintains inventory control of the central storeroom.
 Rotates stock, forwards reorder information to finance for items that have to be re-stocked, maintains inventory records,

 and disburses items to locations across the campus.
 Supervises and trains students when assigned to the storeroom for on the job training.
 Performs additional duties as assigned.
 Ability to push and pull 100+ lbs., and lift up to 50 lbs.

 Work schedule: monday-friday 8am-4pmwith one 30 minute unpaid meal break daily. This position has an annual 12-month

 schedule and is benefits eligible. Pre-approved flextime scheduling is allowed. Overtime may be expected when necessary.

 Experience and skills:
 qualifications:

 high school diploma or equivalent is required.
 Basic knowledge of general storeroom policies and inventory control.
 Basic knowledge of mailing procedures including mail sorting, distribution, and delivery.
 Basic computer knowledge required.
 Requires a class 'c' driver's license with a driving record compatible with school standards.

 In this position, you will provide detailed daily, weekly, and monthly reports so receivables can be managed. You will

 oversee the accounts payable department by entering, coding and reviewing all invoices for price discrepancies and
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 accuracy; resolve vendor inquiries/issues; generate invoices for special training classes. Maintain book store inventory on

 a monthly basis. Auditing duties will also be involved to ensure accuracy and compliance. Maintenance and reporting of

 student data is an essential component and the incumbent will often work directly with students to collect and provide

 necessary information.

 Experience and skills:
 the person we seek will possess excellent communication skills including a high level of comfort communicating by phone.

 She/he will be organized, able to handle a variety of assignments simultaneously, and driven by a sense of urgency. Great

 customer service skills are also necessary. A minimum of a high school diploma or ged is acceptable for consideration.

 Experience in accounts receivable, accounts payable, records management or other business office support roles will be

 highly valued.

 Consider joining one of the leaders in career-focused education programs and join our family of professionals dedicated to

 providing careers that build america!

 We look forward to hearing from you!

 Opportunity for a data processor/medical records clerk to work full-time in our reisterstown office. Responsibilities

 include activities such as abstracting data, scanning documents into the records, screening charge tickets, applying

 payments to the proper accounts, and generating tasks in the electronic practice management system to obtain information

 needed to complete a claim. The data processor addresses issues such as insurance and coding errors and locates missing

 tickets using the tasking process. He/she enters required data elements (i.e. Medical history, family history, etc.)

 Obtained from the patient's paper medical record into the nextgen emr system.

 Minimal requirements:
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 high school diploma.
 Minimum 1year related medical office experience.
 Must be computer literate with knowledge of electronic medical records
 electronic practice management system a plus. Nextgen experience preferred
 proficient with computers and other office equipment such as scanners
 medical claims data entry experience preferred.
 Ability to sit for long periods. Must be able to lift approximately 10 1bs.
 Job type: full-time

 job location:

 reisterstown, md
 required education:

 high school or equivalent
 required experience:

 scanning: 1 year
 medical records: 1 year
 data entry: 1 year
 payment posting: 1 year

 cleanedge llp has an immediate opening for an experienced customer service position available in baltimore. Person must

 have experience in fast paced environment working in a manufacturing/distribution business.
 Customer service requirements:

 excellent phone etiquette
 attention to detail and ability to produce accurate work consistently
 excellent customers service skills
 professional, positive and persuasive demeanor
 excellent written and interpersonal communication skills
 proficient in microsoft office suites and sage software
 ability to work as team
 customer service responsibilities:

 maintain a solid relationship with clients and customers
 maintain accounts receivable
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 support our sales team, clients and distributers with information requests
 tracking orders and troubleshooting as necessary
 enter direct orders
 update item information and pricing for assigned clients
 set up new customer accounts
 receptionist duties including: answering incoming calls, directing calls to appropriate associates, mail distribution,

 filling, requisition of supplies as well as additional clerical duties.
 Job type: full-time

 job location:

 baltimore, md
 required education:

 high school or equivalent
 required experience:

 customer service: 5 years

 the maryland office of the public defender seeks a zealous attorney for the post conviction defenders division located in

 baltimore, maryland. The maryland office of the public defender provides superior representation to indigent defendants

 throughout the state of maryland. The agency's vision is for justice, fairness, and dignity for all. Employees are

 committed to the core values of a culture of excellence, client-centered representation, tenacious advocacy, and are united

 as a team in achieving the agency's mission.

 Overview of the position
 an attorney in the post conviction defenders division provides legal representation at post-conviction hearings for

 incarcerated clients in all 24 counties in maryland. An assistant public defender combines his/her demonstrated dedication

 to the representation of indigent clients with his/her strong research, writing, and litigation skills to provide

 exceptional representation. This position will commence in late fall/winter 2016 and will be located in baltimore city.
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 Primary duties and responsibilities
 â€¢ performing extensive legal research of case law, statutes, and maryland rules.
 â€¢ writing post conviction petitions containing legal argument.
 â€¢ interviewing and effectively communicating with incarcerated clients and their families.
 â€¢ interviewing potential witnesses (such as: prior defense counsel, trial witnesses, alibi witnesses, etc.).
 â€¢ preparing for circuit court post conviction hearings.
 â€¢ presenting oral argument in court.
 â€¢ conducting direct and cross-examination of witnesses.
 â€¢ negotiating with the state for alternative resolutions.
 â€¢ managing active hearing schedule & heavy caseload.
 â€¢ keeping apprised of new or relevant case law.
 â€¢ continuously seeking professional development through trainings, continuing legal education, and trial skills courses.
 â€¢ traveling to circuit courts and prisons throughout the state (personal vehicle).
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